3.
There are 40 or so governments that are so opposed to a new regional permanent member, they are in favor of expanding the council only by additional non-permanent members. But, this grouping, named United for Consensus, actually is so afraid that any voting by the GA could lead to a regional hegemon that they are willing to stall the negotiations for another century.
4.
The tragedy for much of WFM's work is that second area in this negotiation -'working methods' -is held hostage to the first, expansion issue. However, in the last few years 20-30 governments have been working to effectively separate the non-Charter issues from the Charter issues. For example, WFM has been supporting the governments pressing for the P5 to be forced politically to refrain from their misuse of the veto -especially in situations involving major war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. We are succeeding dramatically in getting the GA to reform the procedures for the appointment of the UN Secretary-General -a process in which the veto has been massively misused. We hope on issues like peacekeeping, conflict prevention, peacebuilding, peace enforcement that major political pressure to improve procedures and mechanisms can be achieved.
5.
Further, to the WFM call for Charter reform or a Charter Review Conference, let me observe that there appears to be very, very little support for this by governments. Whether this resistance is for the same reasons that we and some of our Associated Organizations have been unable to secure any formal government endorsement for UNPA or Binding Triad in the last 40 or so years, or fear that a Charter Review would lead to new permanent members, or the dissolution of the UN, etc., I do not know. I fear that as much as some governments would like major reform of the UN Charter, most fear that taking away the permanent seats and veto would result in some of the P5 leaving the UN the way the US never agreed to the League of Nations, and major powers left the League organization when they disagreed with it -Italy, Germany, etc. As a US national, I am certain the US Senate would have quit the UN several times since 1945 if the US did not have the permanent seat and veto. And, I believe it is highly likely that the UN has prevented WWIII between the P5 nuclear powers.
6. Forward thoughts -in my view it will only be when global civil society -NGOs -a critical mass of NGOs from all regions and sectors agree to some basic democratic global governance reforms that there is hope for fundamental reform of the Charter. And, unfortunately, most NGOs stay away from these issues of global governance structures and constitution -they campaign for issues, but not governance structures. And, most Southern NGOs, especially from emerging powers countries, probably agree that they should have permanent members on the Security Council to balance out the US, UK, France, Russia, China.
7.
For reasons explained in paragraphs 1-3 above and especially §5 above, to me the first step is to campaign/support global NGO opposition to any new 'permanent' seats, but to support perhaps a new class of longer-term seats -5 to 10 years. Only when NGOs make it politically acceptable for governments to accept no more permanent seats can the expansion negotiations move forward in a potentially constructive way. This step could be a 'tipping point' for larger reform. In the meantime, the negotiation stand-off is a gift to the P5. I know WFM members support getting rid of the veto, comprising the Security Council membership by EU and other Regional Organisations' membership, and many other formulas.
8. I know most WFM advocates presume that a Charter Review conference would lead to a stronger, more democratic, rule of law based third-generation UN. But, most UN experts disagree with this assumption-and are worried a review could/would cause massive disintegration in the international legal order -and risk taking the progress of the last 70 years back 100 years. Some of this pessimism is based on justifiable beliefs that in today's political world many of the excellent international norms and laws and institutions could not be adopted today-like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the ICC treaty, EU treaty, etc.
9. I should add that India, Brazil, Germany, and Japan may bring forward a resolution on new permanent members of the Security Council during the coming weeks or months -insisting on a negotiated text to be adopted, and it could cause a firestorm of political confrontation -but occurring in the General Assembly, the P5 can sit on the side, on the cushion of their veto and hope for 23 more years of fighting between the 188 plus other governments.
10.
I would like to reemphasize that the visionary reforms of the UN system advocated by WFM and supporters for 7 decades must be continued and energetically supported. So very, very few people of any background seriously consider structural global governance issues, much less democratic global governance structures. Even in the high interest area of peacekeeping, peace operations, peace enforcement most so-called serious proposals for improvements amount to reupholstering the deck chairs on the Titanic. Meanwhile, WFM has nearly 7 decades of important advocacy for a myriad of proposals for world law, world parliaments, world citizenship, world courts, disarmament and economic justice.
11. From my notes above, one could conclude that concentrating on or hoping that governments and foreign ministries will take the lead in fundamental Charter review is a very wasteful expenditure of political capital. Focusing on youth, on education, on advancing 'one world' and 'world citizenship' campaigns -this can be a productive strategy -first replenishing the non-violent soldiers of this movement -we have lost 80-90% of our members worldwide in the last 25 years, mostly to the good hereafter. Thus, youth, education, networking are essential priorities in my view. [WFM works regularly with networks comprising thousands of other civil society organisations -a main strategy of our international secretariat.]
12.
Einstein famously pronounced that all you need is 2% -he was discussing conscientious objection to military service in the late 1920s -but the political genius of his observation applies, I believe, across the political spectrum. Still, 2% is a very daunting task.
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. Sounding paradoxical, WFM should be enormously proud of its advocacy at the UN. Creating the International Criminal Court is one of the greatest advances in international, transnational, supranational law in all history -it is a new 'world court' and one with a mandate at the heart of the international community achieving the first goal of the Charter -'to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war.'
14.
The process that led to the Rome Statute -creating a global NGO/civil society coalition of organisations from all regions and many sectors linking up with a network of small and middle sized democracies -also from the South and North and inclusive of all the governmental groupings (regional, NAM, EU, OAS, OAU, etc.) -this strategy is one WFM continues to try to promote in a host of democratic global governance issues. Those of us who know the long history of how the ICC process got going know its joint governmental and NGO roots. It scraped along decade after decade barely keeping alive and then -amazingly -came a tipping point -the mixture of the end of the Cold War, Mandela, the Security Council establishing the Yugoslavia and Rwanda tribunals, the array of 'world conferences' in the framework of the 50 th anniversary of the UN -the extraordinary good fortune of synergy of these events. Sadly we had only a very few years of this historic window of opportunity -and fierce blowback against our 'gains' by major powers, government groupings, RIGOs (regional international organizations) -and disastrous new leadership in the US and Russia beginning in 2001 -catastrophically bad leadership after the 9/11 attacks in the US.
15.
Thus, getting ready for the next great moment of opportunity (or tipping point) should be our overarching focus and strategy. But, we must replenish our membership. We must end the way 'one world' advocates of specific proposals cancel each other out. As our long-time President Peter Ustinov told us, (paraphrasing badly) "we can see the mountain tops we are seeking, but there are many, many paths to these summits." I am certain recognizing this has been fundamental to WFM's long survival and success -thanking those seeking our endorsement of their one, only correct way to world law and peace, but kindly disagreeing that there is only one path, and encouraging many pathfinders instead.
